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The Chili Phantom Game - Chapter 5 

The agents have been in Tallinn for two weeks now, but so far nothing suspicious has happened. Super
Agent 123 suggests that they should paste some wanted-posters with the parrot's image all over the city,
because the parrot always seems to appear with the chili peppers. The agents receive a phone call from
an elderly couple who have seen a suspicious woman with a parrot walking around the Estonian
parliament. Thanks to an interview with the old couple, the agents have a new suspect.  In the suspect’s
Hotel room, they find a map with important hints about past and upcoming chili pepper cases.

Before the agents follow this new lead, Super Agent 123 wants them to come together for a team
meeting in Ljubljana. The purpose of this meeting is to improve team work and get to know each other
better.  Therefore, the agents must practise a lot of vocabulary and grammar to present themselves to
each other. Afterwards, they take the time to decode some white letters found on the chilli peppers.

The agents travel to Prague, where another chili pepper has already appeared.  This time, the chili
pepper is not only found inside the parliament, but also all over the city as a sticker symbol that says:
"Where are all the chili parrots?" These stickers appear at the same time in nearly all European capitals.
The case appears in the international media and everyone is talking about the chili phantom. Again, the
agents receive phone calls and they have to analyse them and decide which one includes important
information. The information leads them to ... - the final Chapter 6!
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